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Mobile Mood Tracking: An Investigation of Concise and Adaptive
Measurement Instruments
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Commonly used mood measures are either lengthy or too complicated for repeated use. Mood tracking research is, therefore,
associated with challenges such as user dissatisfaction, fatigue, or dropouts from studies. Previous efforts to improve user
experience are mostly ambiguous concerning their validity and the extent of improvement they provide (e.g., compared
to established measures, such as PANAS). This paper investigates the shortening of a self-reported mood measure using
smartphones with four independent samples, and provides a baseline for comparing the usability and accuracy of future
measures. It first examines whether user self-assessment of overall positive and negative activations with a two-item measure
can capture mood as well as I-PANAS-SF. It next examines user’s learning effect in repeated usage of the measure. Finally, it
introduces the design of an adaptive mood measure that reduces the number of questions based on its prediction of user
mood fluctuations. This adaptive measure can potentially capture specific mood states, as well as overall mood. The paper
then explores user satisfaction and compliance with this measure in a longitudinal study. The results of this paper reveal that
the investigated two-item measure is a valid and reliable tool for capturing a user’s overall mood and mood fluctuations. The
negative activation from this measure is associated with stress. Our results suggest that the association between mood and
stress generally depends on the measure of mood and its items. We discovered that a non-complex self-explanatory measure
is fairly resilient for repeated use with respect to the required effort and the accuracy of the measure in both daily and weekly
evaluations. Adaptively reducing the length of a mood measure does not seem to impact user compliance but may slightly
improve usability. We also noticed that positive and negative activations have a slightly different pattern of behavior with
reference to the preceding mood states.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mood, studied mostly using mood tracking, influences human judgment, decision making, thoughts, and percep-
tion. It plays a prominent role in health and well-being, as well as in human interactions and behavior. In 2014,
mood tracking was reported to be among the top five items of interest for self-tracking in the quantified-self
community [14]. Detecting, modeling, and predicting mood is crucial for building effective health-related and
mood-aware systems. Mood has traditionally been estimated based on either pen-and-paper questionnaires or
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interviews, and tracked using Experience Sampling Method1 (ESM) [62]. With the ubiquitous use of smartphone
technologies as research tools for tracking and modeling human behavior and running ESM, e.g., see [48, 70, 79],
researchers are more often using smartphones to measure mood and emotion, as well. Self-reported measures
are the standard method for capturing mood. Today, researchers use smartphones to try to implicitly detect or
automatically predict mood fluctuations in order to overcome limitations in traditional methods, such as user
fatigue in ESM. However, they still need to rely on self-report-based mood measures to train and validate their
models. Therefore, proper smartphone-based self-reported mood measures are the cornerstone for measuring,
understanding, detecting, modeling, and predicting mood.

The length and quality of a smartphone-based mood measure can impact user experience, fatigue, and com-
pliance, as well as response quality, in an ESM study. The challenges of running in situ measurements and
satisfying user expectations of an app, even for an ESM study, has compelled researchers to improve the user
interface (UI) of and the interaction with an app based on a classic mood measure, and to prefer shorter measures
of mood in general. Accordingly, researchers sometimes modify, shorten, or redesign classic measures, or even
devise new measures of mood. However, modified or newly devised measures should be validated before being
used. Using invalid measures can lead to arbitrary mood data, incorrect models, inaccurate detections, and
unreliable predictions. Accordingly, to what extent, if at all, shortening or altering a traditional mood measure
for smartphone users influences its validity and user experience, is an intriguing issue. The present paper aims to
address the gaps in prior works in the field by emphasizing balancing the validity of the assessment and user
experience for mood tracking, and investigating the shortening of a classic measure. This could be a useful aid
and guideline for all researchers who conduct interdisciplinary research and use questionnaire-based measures.

Background and Definitions. From the early works on human affect [20, 33] to the latest research, e.g., [19,
43, 48], mood has been studied using various underlying theories, definitions, and validated measures. Although
there is no one clear definition for emotion [32] or mood, these concepts are clearly differentiated in affect
literature by their properties [7, 23, 59, 77]. These properties can explain why mood research is more self-report–
oriented than emotion research. Mood, in general, is an affective state that lasts anywhere from minutes to hours
or even days. Due to its longer duration, mood seems to have an influence on, and correlation with, various other
behavioral or psychological phenomena, such as cognition, memory, and stress. Mood does not emerge suddenly,
and an individual experiencing a certain mood may not be able to identify its cause. As a consequence, it is harder
to capture reactions or responses, such as physiological responses for mood; therefore, mood assessment relies
mainly on subjective self-reported experiences. Emotion is a mental process different from mood. It is shorter
—anywhere from a few seconds to minutes— occurs suddenly due to stimuli, and has a cause and observable
signals. Unlike mood, one can measure emotion using its signals, such as specific physiological responses or facial
expressions. We use the term affect as a broad term for feeling states, either mood or emotion. Mood measure in
this paper refers to self-reported mood questionnaires or instruments that are used to capture or measure mood
states of an individual. Below, we define two more concepts: assessment quality and app quality. The core of
these concepts is not new; however, naming and formalizing them with technical terms allows us to properly
discuss the limitations of existing work and the contributions of this paper.

Assessment quality refers to a mood measure’s validity, reliability, and relevance of construct and theory, as well
as its comparability to mood measures used in previous studies. Every mood measurement accordingly has to have
an adequately high level of assessment quality. The assessment quality can be ensured by using relevant, valid, and
reliable classic measures. For a high quality of assessment, it is essential to note within which contexts and with
which limitations a measure of mood — including general-purpose or for specific mood states — has been used

1Experience Sampling Method (ESM) or Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) is repeated, mostly trigger-based (event, schedule, or
random) sampling of users’ state, feeling, behavior, and thoughts over time. Such samplings can be conducted as seldom as once every few
weeks or as frequently as several times per day.
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before relying on the measure, or its resulting associations of mood with other phenomena. Assessment quality
can also be ensured by validating newly devised measures, e.g., against relevant classic measures, and indicates
the correctness of a measurement. It also represents the extent to which a captured mood value can be relied on
and is accurate, relevant, valid, and usable for investigating mood or other associated phenomena, or building
behavioral or predictive models. Mood tracking with smartphones, like with any other mood measurements,
should have an acceptable assessment quality. However, it requires more considerations.

When using smartphones to measure mood, it is essential to have a mood measure application (app) that is
usable, user-friendly, and that meets user expectations. Users have high expectations of smartphone apps. An app
used in a study should meet those expectations and have a high level of usability in order to engage participants
throughout the study and to capture valid inputs. Therefore, a successful mood tracking app, and corresponding
study, has to address app quality in addition to assessment quality. App quality referes to the user experience,
usability, and usefulness of a smartphone-based mood measure, which in the long run, can potentially improve
user compliance and decrease user fatigue, particularly in ESM mood tracking. Researchers can ensure adequate
app quality by using human-centered design, evaluating the user experience of the app, and testing functional
and structural qualities of the app as software.

The longitudinal assessment of mood or mood tracking is different from a one-time assessment. Due to the
long-lasting nature of mood and the long-term nature of any human behavior tracking, mood tracking requires
frequent assessments over time. In mood tracking, a user would have to interact with a mood measure repeatedly,
even several times per day. This repetition could add additional challenges, such as user compliance and learning
effects, to the design of a mood tracking smartphone app. Paying attention to the app quality can address these
challenges to some extent. However, focusing on achieving high app quality may influence the assessment quality,
particularly in a classic measure.
Motivations. To make a smartphone-based mood tracker, researchers can either use a relevant classic mood

measure and transfer it into an app, or construct a new measure. Transferring a classic mood measure into an
app could result in several challenges related to app quality, as well as to assessment quality. Classic measures of
mood were designed and validated in the past using pen-and-paper forms (usually depicting Likert-type scale)
rather than smartphones. They are either too lengthy or complex for everyday repeated use. A typical classic
mood measure can have up to 132 items [81]. Considering the screen-size limitations and distracting nature
of smartphones, it would be unpleasant for users and impractical for researchers to use these lengthy classic
measures repeatedly without any modification or shortening. Changing the design of or shortening a measure
could, however, potentially influence the quality of the assessment or validity of a measure. Therefore it is vital
to assess the extent of loyalty to the original measure and to use proper validations where necessary. Researchers
can also devise a measure that is designed specifically for smartphones, and thus has a high app quality. Such a
devised mood measure would still needs to be evaluated for its assessment quality before it could be used reliably.
However, many mood tracking apps have no such validations or assessments.

Despite the importance of both app quality and assessment quality for an accurate, valid, and useful mea-
surement of mood, studies using mood tracking commonly address either app quality or assessment quality, or
even neither. A group of these studies measures mood not as the primary variable of the study, but rather in
combination with other variables, e.g., see [31, 63]. Another group focus only on specific mood states instead of a
general assessment of mood, e.g., see [79]. Other studies include those investigating general assessment of mood
or discussing a new measure of mood, e.g., see [27, 37, 53]. However, most studies in these groups — due probably
to their specific foci and research questions — provide neither a comparison of their measures with existing
mood measures nor a proof of validity or reliability for devised or modified measures. One study tried to address
both app quality and assessment quality for its devised measure, the Photographic Affect Meter (PAM) [50]. This
measure was built to be pleasant for users, short enough for in situ assessments, and to reliably and quickly
measure emotion using a smartphone. However, despite the efforts of the designers, the construct of this measure
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seems to focus more on app quality than assessment quality, and as a consequence, it does not provide a complete
measure of the affective space. We explain this limitation further in the related work section (section 2).

A desirable feature for researchers when choosing a measure for mood tracking and ESM is the briefness of
the measure. A drawback of accurate classic mood measures frequently mentioned in the literature [37, 44, 50], is
their length. Unfortunately, today, one can hardly find a measure that is brief and adequately addresses both
app quality and assessment quality. For the most part, there is a trade-off in mood tracking between assessment
quality and app quality. It has not yet been established how one can improve the user experience or compliance
in their studies by using classic measures. Classic transferred measures of mood have not been explored for their
usability on smartphones in an ESM study either. It is therefore unclear how users perceive classic measures of
mood, and no baseline currently exists with which improvements of a modified or newly devised measure can
be compared. It is still unknown how the method of shortening a measure may impact its assessment quality
and app quality in longitudinal assessments of mood. Altogether, considering the importance of self-reported
mood measures, the significance of having tools compatible with classic measures, the challenges of transferring
classic measures to smartphones, and the increasing interest in using short measures, exploring the use of classic
measures and their alternatives in smartphones alongside app usability is a worthwhile endeavor.
Contributions. To address the above-mentioned challenges, we leverage information from past works that

focused merely on app quality, by concentrating on assessment quality, as well. In this paper, we reduce the
length of a general mood measure while balancing the app quality and assessment quality. We investigate
if one can measure mood based on an important classic measure of mood, the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) [75], with only two overall questions, and we also consider the learning effect in the repeated
use of such a measure. Our intuition is that such a shortened measure is still better than an arbitrary measure of
mood or invalid measures. We find the usability and user compliance of a basic classic measure (I-PANAS-SF)
when transferred to smartphones, and compare it with further modifications. In particular, we learn whether a
measure adaptive of a length, that can possibly learn from user behavior in the future, could be a good solution
for ESM. A key question, then is: how well would such a system improve user experience of and compliance with
a measure? In order to achieve these goals, we developed an app for the study that implements a variety of mood
measures2. We used the app to investigate various dimensions that influence the usability and user compliance of
a mood measure, such as repetition and the number of questions.

In addition to mood, we also take a look at the association between mood and self-reported stress. As mentioned
earlier, mood is a phenomenon that is related to other phenomena, such as stress. The study of stress is usually
associated with a measure of affect, mood, or emotion. Lazarus [40] even says that the three concepts of emotion,
coping, and stress should be studied togather as part of a single conceptual unit. ESM-based studies in the field
often track mood and stress together, e.g., [35, 43, 65, 67]. Tracking stress, in addition to mood, allows researchers
to consider the influence of these phenomena on one another and help building predictive systems in the future.
In this paper, our focus is on the mood measures; however, by capturing the self-reported experience of stress, we
can further evaluate our mood measures against their classic versions in the literature, and look into its strength
in reflecting the association of mood and stress, as well.

In summary, this paper, by focusing on reducing the length of the general mood measure, supports the
community with the following contributions:

(1) Encouraging the community to consider both app quality and assessment quality in longitudinal studies,
and highlighting issues that could arise when improving usability without proper validation

(2) Presenting a baseline from classic measures for comparing and building future measures in the community
and providing its source code and dataset

2The application and its source code are open for non-profit academic research purposes and can be requested here
https://torkamaan.de/#download or https://interactivesystems.info/developments/pax-mood-tracker
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(3) Balancing app quality and assessment quality by investigating the shortening of a classic measure and
presenting an example short instrument for mood tracking in the field, which performs well in user
experience and outperforms existing measures in quality of assessment

(4) Showing the validity and reliability of the instrument with various evaluations
(5) Introducing and discussing an adaptive ESM approach and finding out how adaptively shortened number

of questions may improve usability and user compliance
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, gives an overview of the related work, followed by a

list of the research questions. Section 3 provides a description of the app used as a tool for conducting the studies,
and describes the study inclusion criteria and procedure. Section 4 explains the datasets and sample description of
this study, which are used to address all the research questions. Sections 5, 6, and 7 each focus on one of our three
main research questions. Some of these sections outline more details on the research questions-specific method,
and then present the results and discussions. Finally, section 8 discusses further implications and limitations of
our findings and section 9 summarizes our conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As we briefly mentioned in the previous section, section 1, the majority of the works related to mood tracking
in the field, primarily address app quality. In general, studies that use mood tracking can be categorized into
three groups. The first group include studies, e.g., [4, 13, 43, 65, 67], that use a self-defined arbitrary measure of
mood, and capture items, such as good, bad, neutral, fair, fine, sad, and happy. The values of mood in such studies,
unfortunately, cannot be easily mapped to any classic measure of mood, and as a consequence, assessment quality
is diminished.

The second group include studies, e.g., [16, 66, 79] that focus on discrete affective states, such as depression and
anxiety and therefore, do not capture general mood. These studies may be related to specific target groups, such
as mental health patients. Despite the importance of mental health-related studies, their mood-tracking scope is
limited to the target group or specific disorders. Specific mood measures — different from other general mood
measures — have been designed and should be used to detect and monitor symptoms of related disorders, e.g.,
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [6] and Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) [52]. Studies
in this group might also be related to discrete models of affect in which distinct affective states are considered
using classic measures, such as Profile of Mood States (POMS) [46] and Multiple Affect Adjective Check List
(MAACL) [81]. Discrete models of affect, however, are essentially limited to specific affective states on which
the measure concentrates and are unable to explain the interrelations of affective states or the general feelings
of an individual. For instance, POMS only looks into six states of tension, depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, and
confusion. Due to the limitations of discrete models to draw a complete picture of an individual’s feelings and
to explain high correlations between distinct affective states with similar valence — e.g., anger and sadness —,
researchers have instead been using dimensional models of affect [77].

The final group include studies, such as [37, 44, 48, 50, 61, 63, 72], that rely mainly on dimensional models
of affect and measure general mood with relevant dimensions. Dimensional models of affect usually define
the affective space with a two-dimensional space (sometimes three-dimensional or even more depending on
the theory), where every affective state can be explained by its relative position in this space. Two leading
classes of these models are the dimensions of pleasantness-energy3 [55, 56] and Positive Affect (PA)-Negative
Affect (NA)4 [76]. Three commonly known classic measures of pleasantness-energy dimensions are Mehrabian
and Russell [47]’s scale, Affect Grid [57], and Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [9]. PA and NA are mainly measured
using PANAS [75], or its extension, PANAS-X [74], or one of its shorter forms, namely International-PANAS-Short

3Sometimes also called pleasure-arousal or pleasure-engagement
4Sometimes also called positive activation-negative activation
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Form (I-PANAS-SF) [69]. It has been argued that PA-NA dimensions are only a 45° rotation of pleasantness-energy
dimensions [57, 75]. However, despite this theoretical explanation for orientation of these dimensions, PA-NA
scores are not fully mappable to pleasantness-energy scores [29, 57], particularly for scores of energy, in which
the correlation of NA and energy is negligible.

The scientific community have frequently used either PA-NA or pleasantness-energy dimensions to investigate
affect, mood, and emotion. But, the amount of evidence and support for these dimensions is not the same for
every affect concept. For example, pleasantness-energy dimensions are often discussed to explain emotion, affect,
or an individual’s attitude toward an object, stimuli, or image both in the affect literature [9, 57], and the affective
computing community [12, 18, 51]. There seems to be more evidence for the evaluation and applicability of
PANAS based on PA-NA dimensions, in capturing mood than measures, such as Affect Grid, that are based on
pleasantness-energy dimensions [77].

Most of the dimensional measures are either too lengthy or complex to learn. Although complex but short
non-self-explanatory measures can be used more quickly after a training phase, one cannot know for sure without
the training if the captured self-reports correctly reflect user mood states. As a consequence, it would be an
additional burden to a research study to ensure that the training phase has been completed correctly, or even,
conducted in person. Moreover, the majority of dropouts from a study occurs within the first usage instances. On
this account, the recorded values from a complex measure at the beginning of a study cannot be relied upon,
since users may not know how they should answer the questions. Affect Grid is a widely used example of a short
but non-self-explanatory measure that has been used in the community, e.g., in [61]. This measure has a very
long instruction text with at least six examples, each with descriptions [57]; in comparison, PANAS has only one
or two lines of introductory text. After evaluating the assessment quality of Affect Grid, Killgore [38] argued that
it is only a moderately valid and reliable measure.

Non-complex and self-explanatory measures with short instructions, such as PANAS, are usually too lengthy
and burdensome to be used repeatedly in a longitudinal study. PANAS is a widely used and discussed measure of
mood5. It is a valid and reliable measure of general mood and is mainly used for non-clinical populations [54].
PANAS has 20 items (ten items each for the two independent dimensions of PA and NA), which is too long to
be administered several times per day. In PA-NA model of affect, affective states that convey excitement and
pleasure, such as active and excited, are considered as high PA, and states like sleepiness fall on the low PA.
Similarly, affective states like calm and relaxed are considered as low NA, whereas hostile or nervous are high
NA. PANAS only measures items of high PA and high NA, and it is validated for mood tracking even with large
populations [17]. Mood extracted using PANAS has been studied frequently in the literature and found to have
correlations with other psychological phenomena. For example, Watson [73] found a correlation of 0.44 between
NA and self-reported single-item stress. Similarly, Crawford and Henry [17] found a correlation of .67 between
NA and stress measured via depression, anxiety, and the stress scale of Lovibond and Lovibond [45]. NA is
correlated with depression and anxiety [17], whereas PA is associated with social interaction [75].

Due to the vast body of support, validation, and application of PANAS in the literature, there has been an
increasing interest in developing new valid and reliable measures based on PANAS that are shorter, have fewer
items, and can be applied in cross-cultural or international populations. For example, Kercher [36] worked with
a shorter version of PANAS, reducing the number of items to 10: five each for PA and NA. Thompson [69]
argued that the shorter version of Kercher [36] contains inter-correlated items and can be further improved. He
developed yet another shorter version of PANAS with 10 items, calling it I-PANAS-SF, and evaluated it with
various international populations [69]. I-PANAS-SF was later used and evaluated in other studies [34]. PANAS
and I-PANAS-SF are both valid and reliable measures that can give an accurate estimation of the user’s overall

5It is one of the most (if not the most) discussed and widely used measures with more than 37, 000 citations according to Google Scholar [1],
17, 000 on Web of Science [3], and 4, 000 on PubMed [2].
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mood and are proper measures for mood tracking. Nevertheless, despite the efforts to reduce the number of items,
the ten-item questionnaire is still too long for frequent use in an app, and the number of questions a user must
answer throughout a study can proliferate to an unmanageable amount. This challenge has been a motivation for
the community to investigate newly devised measures instead [50].

In an effort to address both the dimension of app quality and study requirements, some researchers devised
their own versions of mood measures. These devised mood measures need to have a high assessment quality in
order to be trusted by other researchers. An example of such an effort is PAM [50], which is a rare example of a
devised measure in the field that tries to balance app quality and assessment quality. This measure, however,
has a few shortcomings. A serious limitation is related to the construction of this measure, and the mapping
of pleasantness-energy dimensions to PA-NA dimensions without considering the difference between these
dimensional models. PAM orders a set of images based on the level of pleasantness and energy values, and then
maps their positions to a grid similar to Affect Grid, with a total score between 1 to 16 and a value between 1–4 (or
-2–2) for pleasantness and energy dimensions. However, despite having a design based on pleasantness-energy
dimensions, this measure chose to validate with PANAS instead of using SAM or Affect Grid. This choice does
not seem to have any proper theory-based reasoning, besides assuming that PANAS is a more popular measure
and a summary of other measures. PAM score has a significant correlation of .71 with PA and a weak correlation
with NA [50], despite PAM having negatively loaded items (pictures). Both dimensions of affective space are
needed to fully describe affective states and capture general mood. PAM consequently cannot adequately capture
NA. Furthermore, PAM was designed and tested with the instruction to capture feelings in the moment (i.e. "how
you feel right now"), and therefore, using this instruction, it is unclear whether PAM measures emotion or mood.
Altogether, PAM does not seem to be a measure with an adequate assessment quality for tracking general mood
over time.

Another example of a devised mood measure is the pictorial design of Desmet et al. [21]. It captures eight distinct
affective states, containing low PA and NA items. Although user-friendly, this design has not been validated nor
compared with classic measures. Other measures, e.g., [24, 27, 53], similarly, do not provide sufficient evidence of
assessment quality while focusing on app quality. Khue et al. [37] also concentrated only on app quality and
clearly indicated that assessment quality was outside the scope of their paper. As a consequence, the captured
mood values and, accordingly, the developed models based on any such measure cannot be compared to, or
reproduced across, various studies. The limitations of a measure to provide a proper assessment quality brings
into question the effectiveness of research studies based on that measure for tracking mood, particularly in
relation to neglected dimensions of mood.

Despite efforts to design mood measures for smartphones, current solutions are inadequate in providing
a measure comparable to PANAS. Alternative dimensional models, such as pleasantness-energy dimensions,
have been argued to reflect on the same concept of mood, yet they cannot be used as a replacement for PA-NA
dimensions [29]. If researchers need to stay loyal to PANAS, and correspondingly, its underlying theoretical
model of affect, it would be unclear to what extent they can modify or transfer it to a smartphone app suitable for
sustained use and still have a valid assessment. The user-friendliness and compliance with this measure over time
are also unknown, despite its potential to be used as a baseline. This paper specifically answers the following
research questions:

• RQ1 – Two-item overall questions
(i) Can user self-assessment of overall feeling reflect mood? Specifically, would a short two-item question-

naire about overall feeling give a determination of overall PA and NA captured via PANAS and represent
the mood or its fluctuations?

(ii) Is such determination of mood with the two-item measure different in day-to-day measurement, versus
one-time or weekly assessment of the mood?
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(iii) Considering the importance of NA in the study of stress, is such an overall determination of NA associated
with a user’s self-reported stress?

• RQ2 – Learning effect
(i) Does repeated use of the mood measure teach users to better and with less effort reflect on and report

their mood using fewer questions?
(ii) Is repeated use of the mood measure, and its possible effect on user familiarity with the measures, different

in day-to-day versus weekly repetition?
• RQ3 – Adaptive design
(i) How can we design a mood measure that gives a more complete picture of the user’s mood by capturing

both the overall mood and a certain level of detail on the mood states, while keeping user effort minimal?
(ii) Do fewer questions (adaptively reduced) affect the (a) usability or (b) compliance?

3 STUDY PROCEDURE AND PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
To investigate the research questions, we developed an Android application (app) as a platform for experience
sampling with the following capabilities: utilizing a variety of designed mood trackers; assigning users randomly
to the study conditions; and storing the responses on our server. These capabilities allowed us to explore the
research questions with different samples. The app has the following components: pre-study questionnaire,
twice-daily sampling, weekly sampling, post-study survey, user feedback, and settings (figure 1).

Fig. 1. User journey of participants

3.1 Pre-studyQuestionnaire
Following the installation, the app starts with an onboarding sequence that users cannot skip, in which they
are asked basic demographic questions. Within this sequence, we present a description of the study and inform
users (participants) of their data protection rights, according to GDPR. The app then shows users the pre-study
phase which has a few optional tasks or questionnaires. The pre-study aimed at within-subjects comparison of
several mood measures (some outside the scope of this paper), and users record their mood with all measures
with a random order. The pre-study can only be filled out once.

3.2 Experience Sampling
Our experience sampling app is designed for both pre-scheduled, pop-up based mood entries, and on-demand
mood entries. For pre-scheduled entries, the app pushes the respective mood questionnaire to the user’s phone
screen together with an ongoing notification at least two times per day, as long as the app is installed on the
phone. If a user does not engage with the mood sampling pop-up page (either by dismissing, completing, or
exiting in the middle), the ongoing notification will remain active until the time-frame for the entry passes.
The first compulsory mood sampling is activated between 9:00 and 12:59 (default: 09:00), and the second entry
between 14:00-15:59 (default: 14:00). The participants can add a third voluntary scheduled sampling event between
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19:00 and 21:59 using the app settings. We chose these time frames to capture mood fluctuations throughout the
day. The mean of a PA value is generally lowest in the morning, and then seems on average to rise and reach a
maximum before 15:00, staying stable until 21:00 [15, 49]. Therefore, these time frames would be likely to capture
values close to minimum and maximum PA in a day. NA values, according to Clark et al. [15] appear to stay
stable throughout the day. Using the settings, users can modify the timing of the two compulsory samplings
within the given time-frame limits. Users can also enter and record their mood manually (on demand) using a
button on the main screen of the app. In addition, the app has a weekly mood assessment scheduled for Sundays
at 18:00 that specifically asks for the mood during the past few days. Each sampling event is recorded in the
database and tagged as either completed, dismissed (i.e., if a user does not engage with sampling and dismisses
the sampling event), or invalid (i.e., when the user starts answering but does not finish the sampling event). In
addition to the mood values, the app records the timestamps of the sampling event, the timestamp of when users
start responding, and the submission timestamp.

3.3 Mood Measures
We designed and implemented various mood measures from different theoretical models, of which only three
mood measures are used to answer our research questions6. Users were randomly assigned to one of these
measures or a combination of them, and used the assigned measure(s) on a twice-daily basis throughout the entire
study. They also received a weekly overall mood sampling; however, the chosen measure for weekly ESM, which
we examine in this paper, was the same for all users, regardless of their assigned group. Each mood measure is
equipped with a help button and guidelines according to the classic measures’ original guidelines, which instruct
users on how to answer the questions to record their mood.

This paper deals with a total of three mood measures and a self-reported stress measure. The first measure (Q-
10) is a 10-item questionnaire and represents the classic measure I-PANAS-SF [69]. We presented the Q-10 items
in two tabs (figure 2.a): randomly ordered items of PA; and randomly ordered items of NA. PA items are Alert,
Inspired, Determined, Attentive, and Active; and NA items are Upset, Hostile, Nervous, Afraid, and Ashamed. In
the original I-PANAS-SF [69], scores of PA and NA items are aggregated separately to get the overall score of PA
and NA. In Q-10, we averaged the items’ scores, finding final PA and NA values between 1 and 5.

The second measure (Q-2) asks users to enter their self-rated overall positive and negative activation val-
ues (figure 2.b). Q-2 includes a help button that shows additional information on request. Users could choose
a value between labels to have more flexibility when needed. This may have helped obtain values that better
reflect the calculated PA and NA scores from Q-10 (continuous values between 1 and 5). The question used for
all measures was the same and, is depicted in figure 2. For the weekly assessments, however, the question was
slightly different, and the phrase for the past few hours was replaced by for the past few days.

The third measure has an adaptive design. The goal of mood trackers is primarily to detect and model mood
fluctuations. While a valid, short measure like Q-2 might return a determination of the fluctuations, it cannot
capture the details of a user’s state as well as a full measure like Q-10. For example, if we know from Q-2 that
user NA has increased, we won’t know without Q-10 whether it was due to items like afraid, hostile, or ashamed
(mood states). Using an adaptive design, that customizes or selects the questions, both mood fluctuation and
user mood states could be captured using fewer questions and with less effort, while keeping the interaction
pleasant and not necessarily long or boring. However, before implementing advanced algorithms, we wanted
6Other measures were part of a bigger project intended for different research questions that are outside the scope of this paper. These research
questions concentrate on investigating different theoretical models of affect, such as hierarchical model of affect [68] and exploring various
user interactions and interface designs. Overall, 1, 300 users in the whole project installed the app and were randomly (between-subjects
design) assigned to nine study groups and conditions (some unrelated to this paper). One-third of our users kept using the app after two
weeks (up to more than 245 days (M = 27.847, SD = 44.162, Mdn = 8.46) until October 2019). The related materials and publications can
be accessed under authors’ websites upon publications.
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Fig. 2. (a) On the left: I-PANAS-SF (Q-10) was presented in a page with two separate tabs of positive activation and negative
activation. The screenshot is cropped. (b) On the right: Two-item overall assessment of positive and negative activation (Q-2)
was presented in a dialogue.

to first investigate whether an adaptively shortened measure would lead to any improvement, such as a high
assessment quality, a high app quality, or in particular, improved user satisfaction. Therefore, we came up with a
basic algorithm as the adaptive design. We describe this algorithm in more detail in section 7, and evaluate it to
answer RQ3.

The final measure used in this paper is a self-reported stress measure, similar to [73]. At the end of each
mood sampling event, we asked for the user’s perceived feeling of stress in a separate dialogue. This question
targets users’ experience of stress and asks users to specify the extent to which they felt stress with a five-point
Likert-type scale. Daily hassles and demands can cause stress, which plays an important role in natural mood
fluctuations during the day. With this measure, we can investigate and compare the association between mood
and stress between our three mood measures.

3.4 Feedback, Navigation, and Post-study Survey
The main screen of the app shows a mood report (feedback) to users. The report has two options: the current
day and all days of the week. The mood state of each day is shown as a smiley face (figure 3) that can have
five different values, depending on the overall mood. The overall mood of a day is calculated by averaging the
recorded mood values of that day. In the case of no mood entry for a day, the face appears as an empty, gray
circle. Using the menu, users can observe a report on their entire mood fluctuation history (captured from daily
entries) – a diagram showing their mood entries for the whole period of the app life. The same navigation menu
has an option for the post-study survey. A scheduled event opens the survey page on the user’s phone two weeks
after the installation. The survey page contains a link — combined with a unique, anonymous user identification
code — to the online Soscisurvey [42] survey. The app is offered in both English and German languages and
syncs all new user data four times per day to the server.

3.5 Participant Recruitment and Inclusion Criteria
After releasing the application in the Google Play Store as a mood tracker tool, we advertised the study through
media promotion. Participants could access the link to the app, together with the study description on our website.
The study period was announced to be for two weeks (though users could continue using the app after this
period). We filtered the installation instances from the server based on our study participation conditions, which
were a valid minimum age of 18 years old, an application installation of at least seven days, and at least three
completed mood entries. This resulted in completed entries from 391 (out of 547) users, who were included
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Fig. 3. Five Emojis depict users’ overall mood states that were used to give a report and feedback to users on the main screen
of the app. The value of PA versus NA determines the chosen emoji for a day. Twice-daily ESM users received this feedback.
Emojis are taken from [41].

in the present paper. We excluded daily mood entries that were submitted after the 15th consecutive day of
participation (after installation date) in order to keep a homogeneous period of participation between users.
Every user was randomly assigned an anonymized user ID, data was transferred via RESTful API over SSL, and
was accessible only by a local access to the server. The study was confirmed by the ethics review committee of
the authors’ institution before it started.

4 DESCRIPTION OF DATA SAMPLES
We used the app with various study conditions based on the described measures in section 3.3 and collected
data from the pre-study, twice-daily, and weekly ESM on our server. Figure 4 depicts these study conditions. We
then processed the collected data to obtain data samples for each research question investigated in this paper.
To evaluate RQ1 and RQ2, we derived the following independent data samples from the pre-study and ESM
data: (A) a diurnal (day-to-day) assessment with repeated measures of mood (at least two times per day) for each
individual for two weeks; (B) a weekly sample assessing general mood for the past few days; and (C) a one-time
assessment with counterbalancing of Q-2 and Q-10 across subjects. To answer RQ3, we used sample D, a diurnal
mood assessment using the adaptive design, in addition to and independent of sample A. We had a post-study
survey related to RQ3, in which users of samples A and D took part, but we discuss it later in section 7.1.3. Table 1
shows an overview of various samples in this paper, and below, we explain in more detail how each sample is
obtained.

Fig. 4. Between-subject study conditions for twice-daily ESM separate users into three groups: Users who use Q-2 followed
by Q-10; users who use the adaptive measure; and users who use other types of measures (not PANAS-related and outside
the scope of this paper).
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4.1 Sample A: Diurnal Assessment Sample
Mood is subjective, and for assessing the accuracy of a measure, one should ideally compare it with a classic
measure concurrently. To assess the validity of Q-2 and its learning effect for ESM, users were assigned to a
the study condition, where they first saw the Q-2, followed by the Q-10 and stress measures, for each sampling
event in the app. Sample A is the resulting mood entries from the twice-daily ESM. In this sample, 90 users were
assigned to the study condition, of which 37 (female: 24, male: 13, other options: 0, with a mean age of 34.27
(SD = 11.37) years) remained after applying the study inclusion criteria (described in section 3.5). Altogether, we
collected 1, 462 sampling events with 767 completed entries (invalid= 43, dismissed= 655). We then compared
the values of PA and NA captured by Q-2 with those from Q-10, and took a look at their association with stress.

4.2 Sample B: Weekly Sample
The same mood measures — Q-2, followed by Q-10 and stress measures — were used for the weekly assessment
of mood; however, the questions focused on the past few days. Of 251 users, 2, 054 weekly mood entries were
recorded on our server because some users continued using the app after two weeks. These entries include
completed, invalid, and dismissed weekly mood sampling events. In total, we obtained 836 completed weekly
entries from 182 users (female: 123, male: 56, other options: 3, with a mean age of 33.65 (SD = 11.66) years).
Among these entries, 129 users completed the weekly measures for the first and second weeks consecutively.
This resulted in 258 completed entries, which we considered as sample B7. Users of sample B interacted with Q-2
and Q-10 measures on a weekly basis. They additionally experienced a twice-daily ESM with other measures that
are independent of any PANAS-related (Q-2, Q-10, adaptive, or any other measure based on them) measures or
items, which therefore are not included in this study.

4.3 Sample C: One-time Assessment Sample
Every user of the app could participate in the pre-study and answer a one-time optional assessment of their
mood with various measures. Taken all completed entries of the pre-study, we excluded users of samples A
and B. This resulted in a total of 177 users (female: 127, male: 46, other options: 4, with a mean age of 34.66
(SD = 12.23) years). As mentioned earlier, for every mood measurement, Q-2 appears before Q-10, and thus, even
in the pre-study, their order is not counterbalanced. To check if the order of Q-2 followed by Q-10 impacts our
study as a limitation, we compared them with an additional measure from the pre-study, i.e. a chatbot version of
Q-10. This measure was originally part of a bigger project alongside other measures. The order of the measures
was counterbalanced across subjects when considering using Q-2 followed by Q-10, and a chat-based version
of Q-10. Among these users, 88 were assigned to answer Q-2 before Q-10, and 89 were assigned to answer Q-2
after chat-based Q-10. In general, chat-based Q-10, although slightly different in the interface design, has a very
strong significant correlation with the classic Q-10 (PA: r (175) = .89 (p < .01); NA: r (175) = .92 (p < .01)) and,
therefore, we argue that it can be used reliably for this evaluation. We accordingly compared users who answer
Q-2 after Q-10 to those who answer Q-2 before Q-10.

4.4 Sample D: Adaptive Design Sample
From 92 users who were assigned to the study condition of using the adaptive design at least two times per day,
48 users (female: 33, male: 14, other options: 1, with a mean age of 32.83 (SD = 11.74) years) remained after
cleaning the data based on the inclusion criteria of the study, as defined in section 3.5. We call this sample the
adaptive sample, or sample D, and it has 1, 905 mood entries, among which 1, 080 entries are complete (invalid=
86, dismissed= 739).
763 users (out of 251) with weekly mood entries, who were not included in sample B because of not having consecutive completed weekly
entries, had previously completed the prestudy and therefore, were included in sample C.
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Table 1. An overview of the described samples (A: section 4.1; B: section 4.2; C: section 4.3; D: section 4.4) in this paper.

Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D
Number of users 37 129 177 48
Number of females 24 84 127 33
Mean Age 34.27 (SD= 11.37) 35.53 (SD=12.95) 34.66 (SD=12.23) 32.83 (SD=11.74)
Total Number of entries 1462 258 177 1905
Total number of completed entries 767 only completed included only completed included 1080
Total number of dismissed entries 655 only completed included only completed included 739
Total number of invalid entries 43 only completed included only completed included 86
Used to answer RQ1-i, RQ2, RQ3 RQ1-ii, RQ2 RQ1-iii RQ3
Stage of the study twice-daily ESM weekly ESM pre-study twice-daily ESM

5 RQ1: TWO-ITEM OVERALL QUESTIONS — RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the assessment quality of Q-2 and its feasibility for capturing overall mood, we examined the
values of PA and NA resulting from Q-2 with those from Q-10 (RQ1-i). We inspect these values, which are
recorded within-subjects in three independent samples with varying assessment types (i.e. day-to-day (sample A),
weekly (sample B), and one-time (sample C)), to ensure the assessment quality of Q-2 and to explore its possible
limitations (RQ1-ii). We also compared the association of mood and stress between these two measures (RQ1-iii).

5.1 Sample A: Diurnal Assessment Sample
User self-assessment of overall PA and NA seems to reflect the calculated values of PA and NA. Table 2 illustrates
the description of the resulting PA and NA values of both Q-10 and Q-2 for all entries of sample A. Both PA and
NA values have strong significant correlations (PA: r (765) = .723, p < .001; NA: r (765) = .734, p < .001) in Q-2
and Q-10. The PA and NA items of Q-2, respectively, show excellent internal reliability with PA and NA items of
Q-10 (Cronbach′s α = .928 for PA and .888 for NA). There is also significant intercorrelation between NA and
PA scores in both Q-2 and Q-10. The intercorrelation of PA and NA scores has been a matter of discussion in
the scientific community, and researchers have reported various values from −.23 to −.58 [17, 26, 60, 68, 75].
Thompson [69] reported this intercorrelation to be higher (i.e., −.32) in I-PANAS-SF, as compared to PANAS. In
this sample, PA and NA in Q-10 show a similar correlation to the values reported by Thompson [69], using the
I-PANAS-SF scale. However, this correlation in Q-2 is significantly higher8, which may be due to having the two
Q-2 items on one page, among other reasons.

Table 2. The mean, standard deviation, and correlations of the PA and NA values across Q-2 and Q-10 in sample A.

M SD Mdn PA-Q-2 PA-Q-10 NA-Q-2 NA-Q-10 Stress
PA-Q-2 2.773 .918 2.91 1
PA-Q-10 2.649 .946 2.60 .723** 1
NA-Q-2 2.221 1.024 1.99 -.546** -.408** 1
NA-Q-10 1.741 .830 1.40 -.447** -.331** .734** 1
Stress 2.13 1.193 2.03 -.390** -.283** .584** .540** 1

The frequency and distribution of values are visualized for both PA and NA in figure 5.a. When considering
this visualization and the mean values, we see that, for the majority of entries, PA and NA values of both Q-2 and
8Using Cocor for two non-overlapping correlations based on dependent groups [22], significant for all tests, e.g., using [64], z = 7.187,
p < .001.
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Q-10 are relatively close to the identity line (the red line in the graph). One can infer from the red-colored circles
below the identity line in figure 5.a that the users are more likely to overrate their NA in Q-2. However, PA values
– the green-colored circles – are, on average, both below and above the identity line. According to their mean
values (table 2), overall, the PA captured by Q-2 is only slightly higher than that captured by Q-10. Depending on
the specific values of PA and NA, Q-2 and Q-10 seem to show slightly different behavior. For instance, the value
of 1 from Q-10 (i.e., not at all), seems to be overestimated in Q-2 results, especially for NA. In other words, when
users state that they do not have NA feelings (lower high NA) in Q-10, they record a higher NA value in Q-2.

Figure 5.b compares the study’s mean values of PA and NA per individual. For the majority of the users, the NA
is generally overrated in Q-2, when compared to Q-10. Overrating of NA in Q-2 could have various explanations,
such as user perception of NA items or limitations of Q-10 items. For example, a user may feel some level of
negative activation, but cannot explain it with Q-10 items. In open-ended answers from the post-study survey, a
user states that "I feel negative but not necessarily hostile and the negative items cannot show my feelings". As
a result, users may report some level of negative activation in their self-assessment via Q-2. Furthermore, the
PANAS-based scales calculate the sum of all included negative items of the NA dimension. Therefore, the users
may feel strongly upset, but the intensity of their feeling per se may not be fully represented by the dimension of
NA in the measurement as a whole.
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Fig. 5. (a) On the left: The distribution of the resulting values of Q-2 and Q-10 for all users in sample A. The bubble sizes
represent the frequencies. (b) On the right: Comparing the resulting mean values of Q-2 to Q-10 for each individual in
sample A. Value 1 was labeled as not at all and the value 5 as a great deal (see figure 2,). The red line shows identity line.

Stress has a correlation with NA in PANAS in the literature [73]. Q-2, like Q-10, shows an association with
stress. We found a significant correlation of r (765) = .540, p < .001 for NA of Q-10, and, conveniently, a similar
correlation r (765) = .584, p < .001 for NA of Q-2. Watson [73] reported a lower correlation (.44) using PANAS
and Benham and Charak [8] reported a higher value (.57) using I-PANAS-SF. Stress, in some studies (e.g., [73]),
seems not to have a significant correlation with PA. However, unlike Watson [73], we found a significant negative
correlation of r (765) = −.283, p < .001 between stress and PA, similar to Villodas et al. [71]. This correlation
is significantly9 stronger between PA of Q-2 and stress (r (765) = −.390, p < .001). But, unlike with NA, this
association has not been discussed homogeneously in the literature, and we cannot consider its higher strength
as a Q-2 characteristic.

9Passes all tests of cocor [22] for comparing the correlations of a dependent group with overlapping variables
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The varying correlations in the literature could suggest that stress has stronger correlations with only some
items of PANAS. Consequently, the association with stress may not necessarily be captured with all variations
of the PANAS measure. In further analysis among Q-10 items, we found stress to have significantly higher
correlations with afraid (r (765) = .514, p < .001) and nervous (r (765) = .518, p < .001) states, and lower
correlations with upset (r (765) = .381, p < .001), ashamed (r (765) = .362, p < .001), and hostile (r (765) = .380,
p < .001) states. Among these items, afraid and nervous also have higher loadings in the exploratory factor
analysis according to Thompson [69]. The items of a measure seem to influence its correlation with stress. We,
therefore, recommend researchers who are interested in stress to carefully choose their measure and the included
items, and to consider the limitations and capabilities of the chosen measure with regard to the assessment of
stress. Q-2 seems to reflect well on the association of NA and stress, although it does not present any specific
mood item of NA.

5.2 Sample B: Weekly Sample

Table 3. The mean, standard deviation, and correlations of the PA and NA values of Q-2 and Q-10 in sample B and C.

Sample B (n= 258 entries from 129 users) Sample C (n=177)
M SD PA-Q-2 PA-Q-10 NA-Q-2 NA-Q-10 Stress M SD PA-Q-2 PA-Q-10 NA-Q-2 NA-Q-10

PA-Q-2 2.832 .827 1 2.643 1.043 1
PA-Q-10 2.936 .789 .732** 1 2.490 .896 .718** 1
NA-Q-2 2.852 .912 -.517** -.426** 1 2.729 1.177 -.495** -.330** 1
NA-Q-10 2.388 .768 -.319** -.269** .627** 1 1.939 .899 -.360** -.268** .710** 1
Stress 2.043 1.377 -.162** -.131* .299** .329** 1 no assessment was conducted

The evaluation of sample B revealed results similar to the assessment of sample A. PA and NA items of Q-2
show respectively good internal reliability of Cronbach′s α = .881 and .791 with PA and NA items of Q-10.
Table 3 depicts the description of the results for all weekly entries. Although the correlation between PA scores (of
Q-2 and Q-10) in sample B (PA: r (256) = .732, p < .001) is very close (no significant difference) to the resulting
correlation in sample A (PA: r (765) = .723, p < .001), the correlation between NA scores in sample B (NA:
r (256) = .627, p < .001) is significantly lower (using Fisher’s Z test: z = −2.777, p = .003) than sample A (NA:
r (765) = .734, p < .001).

Figure 6 shows the average PA and NA values for each individual in sample B. As with our earlier observation
of sample A, participants seem to overrate their NA in Q-2 versus Q-10 (visualized in figure 7, left). In this
sample, the intercorrelation between PA and NA values is slightly lower than sample A. NA values resulting
from sample B have significantly lower correlations with stress values for both Q-2 and Q-10. One can explain
this by considering stress as an intense emotion, rather than a mood state. Stress has physiological responses and
fits very well within the definitions of emotion. As a consequence, its effect on mood may decline over time and
may not necessarily be reflected in the question that examines the past few days.

5.3 Sample C: One-time Assessment Sample
Q-2 PA and NA items show respectively good internal reliability of Cronbach′s α = .886 and .867 with Q-10
PA and NA items. Table 3 shows the summary of the correlations between the variables in sample C for the
default measure, Q-2 followed by Q-10 for all users. Similar to sample A and B, scores of Q-2 have strong
correlations with respective scores of Q-10. As a result, it seems that regardless of a one-time assessment or
repeated assessment using ESM, Q-2 has a high assessment quality. Comparing Q-2 and Q-10 scores of PA,
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Fig. 6. Comparing the resulting mean values of Q-2 versus Q-10 for each individual in sample B, the weekly mood. Value 1
was labeled as not at all and the value 5 as a great deal. The red line shows identity line. (a) on the left: PA; (b) on the right: NA
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Fig. 7. The distribution of resulting values from the two-item (Q-2) and ten-item (Q-10) measures for all users. Sample B: on
the left and C: on the right. Value 1 was labeled as not at all and the value 5 as a great deal. The red line shows identity line.

resulting from counterbalancing with a chat-based variation, gives a significant correlation of r (86) = .771
(p < .001) when users answer Q-2 before Q-10, and a correlation of r (87) = .641 when users answer Q-2 after
Q-10. There is a similar significant correlation of r (86) = .719 between Q-2 and Q-10 NA scores when Q-2 is
answered before Q-10, and r (87) = .737 when Q-2 is answered after Q-10. We used the Cocor package [22] in
the R programming language to test the significance of the difference between these two groups (i.e., Q-2 before
Q-10 and Q-2 after Q-10). The difference between the two correlations is insignificant testing both Fisher’s z [25]
and Zou’s [80] confidence interval. In other words, the sequence of applying Q-2 and Q-10 (before or after) does
not have a significant influence on the resulting correlations.

5.4 Further Discussion
Considering the results from samples A, B, and C, Q-2 items seem to consistently have a high correlation with
the resulting PA and NA of Q-10, and the correlation coefficients seem to remain stable with retests. PA of Q-2
generally seems to be stable even in a weekly sample and, therefore, can be reliably used to capture overall PA.
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Like Watson et al. [75], we found in all three samples that users record higher values of PA in comparison to
NA for Q-10, though it is only the case in sample A for Q-2. Samples A and C capture the mood for the past few
hours and consistently show a high correlation for NA. However, this correlation seems to attenuate in sample
B, which captures the mood for the past few days. In sample B, the change in the time-frame of the questions
from hours to days gives a higher value for both PA and NA (reported also by Watson et al. [75]). However, this
increase is higher in NA than in PA.

There could be several reasons for the resulting lower strength of correlation in NA compared to PA for sample
B (the weekly sample). Overall, as depicted in figure 6, NA captured by Q-2 is higher than that captured by Q-10
on average. It could be because of the broader range and lasting influence of negative affective states that a user
may experience within several days, compared to hours. It could also be related to a user’s overall memory and
recall of those negative experiences. A weekly assessment generally is much less burdensome to users than a daily
evaluation. We, therefore, recommend the usage of the full questionnaire (e.g., Q-10) in the weekly assessments
despite its moderate correlation with Q-2. Q-2, in particular when the user mood state shows less high negative
activation (e.g., not at all), can capture some level of negative activation. User perception of NA items (discussed
earlier in the results of sample A for overrating of NA in Q-2), as well as specific memory of negative experiences,
could influence such an overrating. Q-2, accordingly, could also give us an overview of user mood state that
cannot be represented only with items of Q-10.

Taken together, the stability of the scores over three samples, consistency of the correlations, and good internal
consistency between Q-2 and Q-10 items support the assessment quality of Q-2. Q-2 with only two items is short
and seems to be a valid and reliable measure to capture a quick overview of PA and NA scores for repeated
sampling of mood using smartphones. It gives a good determination of high or low PA and NA values, and,
therefore, Q-2 measure seems to be especially useful for mood tracking. Compared to other measures in the
community, namely PAM [50], Q-2 clearly reflects the overall mood with PA and NA dimensions better and has a
higher assessment quality. Q-2 returns scores that correlate strongly with PA and NA, whereas PAM returns a
score that correlates strongly only with PA. Nevertheless, Q-2 measure has limitations in detecting particular
affective states. Only a full-item questionnaire can determine specifics of an affective state, and, therefore, should
be used for this purpose. In section 7, we will follow the results of the adaptive design and investigate if it could
benefit from both Q-2 and Q-10 measures to capture both overall mood and specific mood states.

6 RQ2: LEARNING EFFECT
Results of RQ1 revealed that Q-2 could be used to capture overall mood. However, it remains to be seen if the
repeated use of a short measure like Q-2 followed by Q-10 in our data samples impacts its assessment quality or
app quality. We hypothesized that, in the beginning, Q-2 might not accurately reflect the Q-10 values of PA and
NA, since it could be harder for the users to answer Q-2 questions before becoming familiar with their concepts.
Although Q-2 includes a help button, the concepts of positive activation and negative activations could still be
ambiguous for users. However, since PA and NA items of Q-10 were presented in two separate pages with a title
on top (figure 2.a), users were able to become more familiarized with these concepts as they used the measures
(particularly after completing at least three mood entries). Investigating this possibility was the main reason for
grouping PA and NA items of Q-10 in separate tabs.

6.1 Method
To address the effect of repetition and user learning on mood sampling (RQ2), we first defined two groups from
entries of sample A, with an equal number of entries (87 entries each): one before training (i.e. with a little
practice or low level of prior experience with the measures), and one after training (i.e. with more practice or
sufficient level of prior experience with the measures). Accordingly, from a total of 174 entries from 29 users,
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capturing the first six completed entries per user, the before-training group contains the first three (first, second,
and third) completed daily mood entries of each participant. We categorized the next three (fourth, fifth, and
sixth) completed entries as the after-training group, in which participants had some practice with and prior
experience using the app and were possibly more familiar with the meanings of the terms PA and NA, or with the
items to which they refer. With a within-subjects study design, we then examined the influence of user practice
(training) on the accuracy of the captured Q-2 values. We then expanded our evaluation to all entries of samples
A and B, regardless of the number of completed entries per user.

In addition to the captured variables of PA and NA from both Q-2 and Q-10, we calculated two time-related
variables to assess the effort required to complete a mood entry. The first variable, the response-duration in seconds,
indicates the time that users take to complete and submit the mood entry. The second variable, response-delay
in seconds, is calculated as the time between the pre-scheduled time of mood sampling (app pop-up) and the
time users engage with the app to answer the questions. In this paper, we considered response-duration and
response-delay as indicators of the user engagement and the required effort.

Table 4. The learning effect: Comparing mean, standard deviation, and correlations of the PA and NA values across Q-2
and Q-10 measures. Before-training contains the first three completed mood entries per participants whereas after-training
includes the next three completed entries when the users had some familiarity with the items and terms of PA and NA. **
Correlation is significant at the P<.001 level.

Before Training After Training
Mean SD Mdn 1 2 3 4 Mean SD Mdn 1 2 3 4

1. PA: Q-2 2.734 .913 2.930 1 2.784 1.011 2.980 1
2. PA: Q-10 2.630 .836 2.400 .798** 1 2.754 .981 2.800 .741** 1
3. NA: Q-2 2.321 1.156 2.000 -.554** -.391** 1 2.469 1.120 2.200 -.601** -.423** 1
4. NA: Q-10 1.685 .815 1.400 -.405** .198 .708** 1 1.807 .875 1.400 -.457** -.285** .812** 1
Stress 1.962 1.384 1.980 -.288** .180 .518** .485** 2.235 1.471 2.160 -.469** -.359** .670** .529**
Response-duration ≈10 min ≈33 min 49.263 sec ≈9 min ≈20 min 52.224 sec
Response-delay ≈27 min ≈78 min 0.408 sec ≈45 min ≈152 min 0.375 sec

n 87

6.2 Results and Discussion
Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients, mean, and standard deviation of the variables comparing before-training
and after-training groups. Assessing the two groups did not reveal any significant difference between them for
any of the captured variables. This could be due to the definition of the groups, which limit them to a total of
only six completed entries per user. Learning by practice may have a gradual and subjective effect. To assess
this further, we extended our evaluation by ignoring the assumed condition of before-training and after-training
groups, and instead considered all entries of sample A.

However, users of sample A had varying numbers of entries. We therefore, in addition to all entries of sample
A, also looked into a filtered sub-sample consisting only of 27 users with an equal number of completed entries
(12 successful repetitions for each user). Figure 8 (a, b) visualizes the correlations of Q-2 and Q-10 per sequence
of completed entries (i.e., successful repetition). The left diagram (a) shows the filtered sub-sample. In contrast,
the right diagram (b) includes entries from all users that have a varying number of completed entries (illustrated
by the size of the points in figure 8.b). With each sequence of completed entries (i.e., repetition), the correlations
between Q-2 and Q-10 values fluctuate; nonetheless, this fluctuation seems inconclusive with regard to the
number of repetitions. The response duration does not seem to change with more practice (figure 8 (c, d)). The
average response duration is in the range of 4.68 to 27.12 minutes10. Although the second sequence in figure 8.c

10For the mood entries that were captured before the 25th completed entry
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initially suggests a reduction in the mean response duration, other factors — rather than only the number of times
a user answers the measure — seem to influence the response duration. The same applies to the response-delay.
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Fig. 8. (a, b): The correlation between Q-2 and Q-10 for each sequence of completed mood entry for (a): 27 users who have
completed all 12 sequences; (b): all individuals. (c, d): Average response-duration in minutes per sequence for (c): 27 users
with 12 completed sequences each; (d): all individuals. The circle/triangle size in b and d depicts the number of users.
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Fig. 9. The mean differences between Q-2 and Q-10 values for each individual. The closer the difference to zero, the closer
the resulting values of Q-2 and Q-10.

The subtraction of Q-10 scores from Q-2 scores, however, seems to suggest a change over repeated successful
use of the measure. Figure 9 shows the average of the difference between Q-2 and Q-10 scores for each sequence.
Over time, with more completed entries, the average difference between the Q-2 and Q-10 scores generally gets
closer to zero (more apparent for NA). It seems that PA item are more intuitive than NA item, and user perception
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of NA item is not as accurate as of PA item. For this reason, NA accuracy slightly improves with repetition or
practice. Nevertheless, this difference between sequences (the number of repetitions) is not statistically significant
for any calculated or measured variables.

We also evaluated the weekly sample B. Despite slight variations in the correlation coefficients per sequence
of successful interaction with the weekly measure, there is no significant difference between the sequences as the
interaction increases. In the end, we found no definite evidence on the effect of the repeated use of the measure
(on a daily or weekly-basis (sample A and B)) on user learning and, accordingly, providing a significantly more
accurate determination of overall mood using Q-2. Repeated interaction with the measure did not reveal any
significant improvement in the response duration or delay. In other words, repeated interaction and learning
seem to influence neither the assessment quality nor the required effort. This could especially be the case for
non-complex measures that are easy to use and self-explanatory (as indicated by users in the usability assessment
of the measure, see section 7). As a result, one should not be concerned with the learning effect while using such
measures repeatedly, concerning the discussed variables. One should still keep in mind that the learning effect in
complex measures, such as Affect Grid [57], could potentially lead to a different outcome.

7 RQ3: ADAPTIVE DESIGN
While Q-2 is a valid and short measure for capturing overall mood, it does not provide any details. For example,
if there were a major increase in the overall NA value, Q-2 alone, could not indicate which mood states caused
this increase. In order to have a short measure and capture details of a user’s state, we here explore the design
and functionality of a basic adaptive measure, and answer RQ3. We also investigate whether adaptively reducing
the length of a mood measure would impact its usability and user compliance.

7.1 Method
7.1.1 Adaptive Measure. The adaptive design used here is based on the classic I-PANAS-SF scale as described in
Q-10 (see 3.3). However, instead of always showing Q-10 right after Q-2 like sample A, we show only a fraction
of Q-10, based on the values of Q-2. The idea of this adaptive measure was inspired by the initial results of the
pre-study (see 4.3), which suggested that the Q-2 values highly correlate with values of Q-10; therefore, we could
potentially predict if a fluctuation exists by using a basic algorithm. These correlations were later confirmed by
ESM (see 4.1) and weekly assessments (see 4.2) as well (see table 2 and 3 in section 5). Predicting fluctuations
would help to determine a user’s current mood quicker and with the minimum number of questions, and it could
be more comfortable for users to record their mood. The adaptive design algorithm would run in every instance
of mood sampling for each user of adaptive measure.

The logic of this adaptive design (illustrated in algorithm 1) aims to reduce the number of questions in each
measurement depending on the variation of the overall score. If a user is in the same mood state as before (i.e.,
no fluctuation occurs), no additional questions would be asked, and we could assume that the user is still in the
same mood state. This adaptive design also needs to consider the temporal nature of mood while using preceding
records of mood. In order to achieve these targets, the algorithm first uses a default threshold value of one scale
unit that represents the subjective sensitivity of individuals when entering their mood using a Likert-type scale.
Taking the last four completed measures that are recorded within the maximum of the past two days, it calculates
the mean and standard deviation of these measures. Accordingly, it updates the threshold values of PA and NA,
with the resulting standard deviation values, if they are less than the default threshold value.

In this adaptive measure, users see the Q-2 questionnaire and, based on their PA and NA values of Q-2, the
algorithm determines if there is a mood fluctuation. When the Q-2 values are not between mean, plus and minus
the threshold values, it is assumed that there is a mood fluctuation. A fluctuation is also assumed if Q-2 values
are not between the values of PA and NA from the previous measurement, plus and minus the standard deviation.
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Algorithm 1: The logic of the adaptive design
Input: A finite set X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn−1} of either PA (or NA) values sorted by order of entry. Values of

incomplete (invalid or dismissed) entries are null.
Output: Whether to show the detailed items of Q-10 for only PA, only NA, both, or neither.
shouldPresentDialoдue ← True;
threshold ← 1.0;
xn =value of PA (or NA) from Q-2;
if xn−4 = null ∨ xn−3 = null ∨ xn−2 = null ∨ xn−1 = null ∨ (TSTPxn −TSTPxn−4 ) > twoDays then

return shouldPresentDialogue;
else

mean ← Mean(xn−4,xn−3,xn−2,xn−1);
std ← STD(xn−4,xn−3,xn−2,xn−1);
if std < threshold then

threshold ← std ;
if (xn < mean + threshold) ∧ (xn > mean − threshold) then

shouldPresentDialoдue ← False;
if (xn < xn−1 + std) ∧ (xn > xn−1 − std) then

shouldPresentDialoдue ← False;
return shouldPresentDialogue;

Conversely, if Q-2 values do not meet any of the mentioned conditions, we expect that no mood fluctuation has
taken place. If any of the last four measures are not present (i.e., invalid or dismissed), we infer that we cannot
accurately determine the mood without recent historical data. Subsequently, the Q-10 questionnaire with all
items would be shown to the user (i.e., the fluctuation is assumed). Based on both the result of the algorithm and
the resulting assumption of fluctuation, more detailed questions of either PA, NA, or both from Q-10 would be
shown to the users. In other words, depending on their response to Q-2, users would either see zero questions,
five PA questions, five NA questions, or all ten PA and NA questions of Q-10. The final score of PA and NA for a
sampling event would be either recorded directly from Q-2 or calculated from the shown Q-10 items.

7.1.2 Procedure. To investigate RQ3, we first studied the validity and reliability of the adaptive design algorithm
with an offline evaluation of the collected entries of sample A. We also looked into sample D, which is the
application of the adaptive design, using a twice-daily ESM. Participants of sample A (section 4.1) always saw
Q-2 followed by Q-10, while participants of sample D (section 4.4) always saw Q-2 followed by either a partial set,
a complete set, or none of the Q-10 items. All conditions of the study, except the measure used for both samples
of A and D, were the same. We used exactly the same dialogues and interface for both measures in samples A
and D. Finally, we compared sample D with sample A (i.e. a between-subjects study design) over the defined
period of study (two weeks) concerning the usability evaluation of the measure, user experience, user compliance,
response rate, and response-delay. The user experience of measures used by participants of sample A and D, were
captured via the post-study survey functionality of the app (explained in 3.4).

7.1.3 Post-study Survey: User Experience of Measures. The post-study survey focuses on the usability evaluation
of the app and, correspondingly, its mood measures. Users followed the survey’s link after activation to access the
survey page online, using either desktop or smartphone. Users of samples A and D both received the link to the
post-study from the app. Overall, 19 users of the adaptive mood measure, and 16 users of the Q-2/Q-10 version,
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filled out the survey. We removed those entries in which users claimed they often had submitted meaningless
responses. We also limited the survey responses to those participants that were included in samples A and D (i.e.,
passed the inclusion criteria test of the study section 3.5). This left 12 users from sample A and 13 users from
sample D, who completed the post-study survey. The survey has the following elements:

(i) Briefing, debriefing, and reluctance and meaningless response questions
(ii) Modified questions on the mood tracker app asking about the app completion, future-use, effectiveness,

emotional gain, usefulness, and stimulation (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = .896), and ease of use,
time-consumption, annoyance, and learnability (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = .743)

(iii) Open-ended questions on what users liked and disliked about the app
(iv) User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [39] (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = .948 )
(v) System Usability Scale (SUS) [10, 11] (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = .963)

7.2 Results and Discussion
Evaluation of samples A and D shows that the adaptive measure reduces the number of questions between about
30%–60%. We applied the adaptive algorithm to sample A and compared the captured values of Q-10 to the
predicted values from the algorithm in an offline evaluation. This led to 226 cases (29.46%) of skipping the Q-10
questions (assumption of no fluctuation). The correlation between the Q-2 score and the captured Q-10 value
in these 226 entries for PA is r (166) = .799,p < .001 and for NA is r (125) = .825,p < .001. The mean absolute
errors for PA and NA, respectively, are .444 and .404, and the accuracies are 60.71%, and 56.69%. The adaptive
algorithm acts slightly better than random. Reducing the number of preceding entries included in the algorithm
would decrease the number of skipped questions for both PA and NA. It would also reduce the accuracy of PA
estimation, but increase the accuracy of NA estimation, between about 6%–9% for both PA and NA. The number
of skipped Q-10 questions, consistently would be higher for PA than NA, as well. The striking observation here is
the difference between PA and NA with regard to the preceding mood states, which suggests that the modeling
and prediction of PA and NA should be made possibly differently.

Analysis of sample D reveals that Q-10 questions were skipped for 697 instances out of 1, 080 completed
entries (i.e., 64.5% in practice11). Accordingly, users in sample D answered 62.3% fewer questions in total.
Samples A and D have, respectively, a per user average of M = 39.51, SD = 15.56, and M = 39.69, SD = 16.738
entries (completed, dismissed, and invalid). Considering the similar number of entries, it seems that users of
sample D (M = 22.5, SD = 13.99) completed more mood samplings in comparison to users of sample A
(M = 20.73, SD = 14.05). Despite the considerable difference between the total number of questions that users in
sample D had to answer (8, 080 questions) and the number of questions they would have had to answer without
the adaptive algorithm (12, 960) – as users of sample A did – none of the variables comparing sample A and D,
including the post-survey usability evaluation, show any significant difference.

When measuring variables, such as response-delay or completion rate, one would expect to see a difference in
a longitudinal study. However, we observed only a slight increase in the overall completion rate for the period of
two weeks. This suggests that user compliance may not be influenced by the length of the questions as much
as expected. We can observe a more complete picture when considering the whole population of the study
without limitations (i.e., all users before applying the study inclusion criteria described in section 3.5). Sample
A without limitations includes 90 users, and sample D without limitations has 92 users. Both are randomly
assigned. No significant difference between the two unlimited samples for any of the measured variables was
found. Nevertheless, the major difference may reveal itself in the number of users in each sample. Applying the
same study condition to both samples A and D results in 37 users in sample A and 48 users in sample D. One
may think that the number of questions or the length of a measure would influence the number of dropouts at
11219 cases only PA skipped, 199 only NA skipped, and 279 entries have both PA and NA skipped
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the beginning of the study, considering that the dropout rate of 59% in sample A is higher than 48% of sample D.
Nevertheless, this assumption would not apply here, since sample D requires at least two days of measurement
to reduce the number of questions, and most of the dropouts from both samples occur within the first three days.

The post-study survey gives us an overview of the mood measures’ usability. The measure of Q-10 (used in
sample A) results in an average SUS score of M = 77.91, SD = 15.03,Mdn = 80, suggesting very good usability.
This score shows high usability for Q-10 when compared to other mood measures designed for smartphones, such
as [27]. The average SUS score of the adaptive measure (used in sample D) is M = 83.65, SD = 13.60,Mdn = 85,
which suggests excellent usability, according to Bangor et al. [5]’s definition. As figure 10 depicts, users of sample
D, on average, gave a higher SUS score to their measure when compared to users of sample A. The average
score of the adaptive measure is slightly higher than Q-10 for all items of SUS, except items of complexity and
well-integrated functions (figure 11.a). A similar result emerges for UEQ. Figure 11.b depicts the mean score of all
factors in UEQ. Although the difference of the scores between the measures is not significant, all mean values
are higher in adaptive measures when compared to Q-10. This is especially interesting because both measures
have the same design and user interface, the only difference being the algorithm behind the adaptive measure.
Therefore, slightest modifications can potentially impact the app quality. Nevertheless, although adaptive behavior
has consistently better average SUS and UEQ scores than Q-10, it resulted in no significant improvement of the
usability scores, possibly due to the small sample size of the post-study survey.

50 60 70 80 90 100
SUS Score

Sample D

Sample A

Fig. 10. Resulting SUS score of the two measures of sample A and sample D. The pink dashed line represents the mean and
the blue straight line is the median.

The observed consistent difference between the perceived usability of the two measures could be related to the
user expectation and preference toward answering fewer questions. Users of the adaptive measure generally,
at the time of interaction, do not know whether they will receive a full or partial questionnaire. Their decision
to engage with a sampling event is mainly made before engaging with the measure (the number of invalid
entries was very small compared to dismissed or completed in all four samples, meaning that, when users start
answering, it would be very unlikely for them to quit at the middle, e.g., due to the length of the measure).
Consequently, this decision may not be influenced by the length of a measure, since there is no consistent or
predictable set of questions in each sampling, and the questions are adaptively reduced. For this reason, there is
no observable difference in the response rate, user compliance, response-delay, or dropouts between the measures.
However, since users encounter a shorter measure with fewer questions in total, it may improve their experience
with a measure or even engage their anticipation throughout the study, leading to slightly better UEQ and
SUS scores. Because users of Q-10 measure have to answer more questions, they may be generally bored. As
a result, they feel more dissatisfaction toward the app usage experience than users of the adaptive measure.
However, further studies should explore other possibilities for the difference between the measures concerning
user expectations and usability.
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Fig. 11. (a) SUS items, average per measure. (R): are negative items and are depicted in the diagram in the reverse form.
X-axis: 1. Frequent use, 2. Complexity (R), 3. Ease of use, 4. Need technical support (R), 5. Well-integrated functions, 6.
Inconsistency (R), 7. Learnability, 8. Cubersome to use (R), 9. Confident using, and 10. Have to learn a lot (R). (b) UEQ items,
average per measure. X-axis: 1. Attractiveness, 2. Perspicuity, 3. Efficiency, 4. Dependability, 5. Stimulation, and 6. Novelty.

Comparing the adaptive and Q-10 measures provides a baseline for further advanced machine-learning or
time-series algorithms used to predict the mood state from previous records of an individual. It also produces a
baseline for the usability of such measures. Newly designed measures may claim to provide a better usability or
user experience only if they outperform the classic measures, such as Q-10. This study only discussed the usability
and compliance of two measures that were essentially identical. As seen above, the slightest modifications, even
in the algorithm of the measure, can influence the resulting usability in a longitudinal study, despite having the
same visual design or interaction. Therefore, usability assessment and claims of a measure should be carefully
considered and compared.

An adaptive measure can reduce the total number of questions up to 60% for the duration of a longitudinal
study. It can also capture mood fluctuation using Q-2 and provide more details on specific user mood states. A
smaller variable set of questions does not necessarily lead to significantly higher or better compliance, fewer
dropouts, response-delay, and usability. It may, however, slightly improve the user experience due to variation
in questions, engagement of user anticipation, or fulfillment of user expectations to receive fewer questions. It
can also increase the completion rate, though very slightly. Other factors, such as the usability of the design,
interruptability of users throughout the day, or user context, might play a more dominant role in user compliance.
As a result, it is advisable to consider the application of the full measures instead of an adaptive solution, where
applicable.

8 FURTHER DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has gone some way towards balancing app quality and assessment quality and increasing our
understanding of mood tracking. We looked into the assessment quality of overall questions, instead of the
lengthier PANAS. We then investigated the feasibility and potentials of an adaptive measure, and we compared
its app quality with the lengthier classic measure, which can be used as the app quality baseline for further
comparisons. We found out that Q-2, (i.e. overall questions of PA and NA), is reliable and valid for quickly
capturing mood, and has a high assessment quality. We also learned that the repeated use of Q-2 followed by Q-10,
does not significantly change its assessment quality nor app quality (or, in this case, the learning by practice that
can be reflected by quicker response time, response delay, or closer scores of Q-2 and Q-10). Adaptively reducing
the length of a mood measure can reduce the total ESM questions by up to 60%; however, such a reduction may
not significantly improve the app quality, which may be due either to user expectations at the time of engagement
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or to the limitations of our study. A remarkable result to emerge from the data was the difference between PA
and NA concepts. Based on the evidence from our results, the concept of PA seems to be more self-explanatory
than NA, since the average difference between NA scores of Q-2 and Q-10 gets closer, although insignificantly, to
zero with repeated use of the measures. In contrast, the average difference between PA scores of Q-2 and Q-10
seems to be stable over time. We also discovered that NA is either longer-lasting or easier to recall than PA to an
extent which would impact the value of overall PA and NA, and, therefore, should be modeled differently.

These observations have several implications for research into well-being and building mood-aware systems,
as well as for the interdisciplinary use of all questionnaire-based measures. Our results encourage the scientific
community to avoid using arbitrary measures, and to treat assessment quality with the utmost caution. They also
demonstrate that even lengthy classic measures of mood can have good app quality, from the user’s perspective.
Therefore, the contribution related to improvements in app quality should be cautiously confirmed, with regards
to classic measures as the baselines. In our view, the results of Q-2 and adaptive measures constitute an excellent
initial step toward mood tracking with both high assessment quality and app quality. They also maintain that
using overall questions from a well-established theoretical construct is better than many other devised measures
that are not compatible with earlier theories of affect, mood, and emotion.

Our results of Q-2 are in line with the classic measures of mood such as PANAS or I-PANAS-SF; nevertheless,
it is plausible that a number of limitations could have influenced the results obtained. To investigate the learning
effect in RQ2, we intentionally grouped PA and NA items in Q-10. Although some studies in other domains,
such as personality and emotional stability [58], suggest that grouping items may not significantly impact the
assessment quality, this could have potentially influenced a mood scale like I-PANAS-SF. Nevertheless, our results
regarding the intercorrelation between PA and NA using Q-10 is consistent with and similar to previous results
using the original forms of PANAS and I-PANAS-SF [17, 26, 60, 68, 75] (discussed in section 5.1). We can therefore
assume that grouping PA and NA items did not impact the assessment quality of Q-10 in our study. However,
we recommend researchers to randomize these items where possible. Q-2 seems to have high discriminant
correlations when compared to I-PANAS-SF (i.e. Q-10), which can be related to the orientation of PA and NA
items in one dialogue [78]. However, it could also be related to the reduced number of questions. On the one
hand, reducing the number of PANAS items in I-PANAS-SF increased the intercorrelation between PA and NA
scores, according to Thompson [69]. On the other hand, researchers have reported higher intercorrelation than
what we found for Q-2, even when using the original PANAS measure [26], and particularly when considering
measurement errors. As a result, although the intercorrelation of PA and NA in Q-2 corroborates earlier findings,
the discriminant correlations of this measure should be further explored.

The ESM app had a feedback functionality, which showed the users’ mood of the day, weekday moods, and
mood fluctuations. This functionality was integrated into the app as a way to engage participants with the
ESM study, according to Hsieh et al. [28]. One may think that the user feedback could potentially have some
influence on the accuracy of self-reported mood, since a user may intentionally moderate their self-reported
responses, depending on the received feedback. This possibility should be further investigated. Nonetheless, even
if such a limitation exists, it would apply similarly to any self-reported mood tracking, including classic measures
and measures of this paper. In other words, using a feedback mechanism with mood tracking and its effects on
response veracity is a limitation related to all self-reported measures. Among our data samples, only independent
samples A, B, and D were ESM-based, and their users saw visualized feedback, whereas sample C was from
a one-time pre-study assessment. Nevertheless, we did not observe any noticeable difference in the average
recorded mood between samples or any evidence from the retrieved data, suggesting that the self-reported
responses are moderated because of the feedback functionality.

To investigate user effort and engagement in this paper, we looked mainly into response duration and response
delay variables. However, additional variables such as user compliance, user endurance, completion rate, and
dropout rates, could draw a more complete picture of user effort and engagement. In this paper, using ESM, we
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wanted to determine the assessment quality of Q-2, and therefore, we had to have a concurrent within-subjects
assessment of Q-10 together with Q-2. As a consequence, user compliance and other variables would not fully
reflect Q-2 in our samples, unless a user uses only Q-2. In general, a two-item measure should be easy to interact
with and quick to use and should potentially have a better compliance rate than longer measures. Knowing
the validity of Q-2, one can later compare it with Q-10 or other measures as an independent measure with a
between-subjects ESM study, and further, varify the improvement and measure its extent for other variables.

Our participants were recruited through study announcements and media promotions, and participants did
not receive any financial compensations for their participation. Nevertheless, the overall response-rate and user
compliance in our ESM studies were consistent with previous ESM studies in the community [30, 70]. In their
meta-analysis, van Berkel et al. [70] reported a lower response rate for raffle-based or no compensation methods
(on average less than 60%). Intille et al. [30] reported a user sample of 38 remaining participants from 88 initial
volunteers, and they found an overall compliance rate of 53.28% for the first ESM prompt, which is similar to
our ESM event, since we prompted an event only once. In sample A and D (our twice-daily ESM), we have 38
and 48 users remaining from an initial 90 and 92 interested individuals, respectively. The overall compliance
rate, calculated in a manner similar to [30] for sample A, is around 52%, and for sample D is about 56%. Both
measures of sample A and D had a cancel button on the interface, and by using it, users could easily dismiss the
sampling event. Considering that finishing the measurement in our studies would require far more user effort
than dismissing it (with a total of 13 consecutive questions from Q-2, Q-10, and stress measure), it would be
unlikely for a user to submit meaningless responses instead of dismissing the events. This was also confirmed
by assessing the response duration of the completed measure that was within a reasonable range. Normally, in
addition to app quality, user motivation can affect user compliance in an ESM study. This would not, however,
severely impact the contributions of this paper, since the user recruitment procedure for all study conditions
(randomly assigned) and subsequently, data samples of this paper, were the same.

To evaluate the app quality, we aimed to complete a thorough examination of the measures of this paper. The
user experience and usability evaluation of an app is usually based only on first impressions. Users see at most an
interface or prototype, or interact once with the app, and then answer a survey or interview questions and indicate
their opinions. Despite the potentials of such evaluations, a one-time assessment or first impression does not
reveal aspects related to repeated use or ESM, which is particularly important in the app quality of mood tracking.
Given the focus of this paper in addressing the app quality of mood tracking, we used the post-study survey to
capture the users’ evaluations of the app, and specifically designed the study in such a way that only after two
weeks of participation, users were able to access the survey. Inevitably, the number of users who completed the
survey was limited. Furthermore, using the measure for two weeks limits the study to a between-subjects design,
which has its own limitations. For example, users may not have experience using any other instrument with
which to compare the measure as a baseline, or they may just be critical of the app or measure. Tests carried out
with Q-10 confirmed that this classic measure has very good usability from the user’s perspective. They also
revealed that the user experience of a classic self-explanatory measure, such as Q-10, would not be very different
from other measures in between-subjects evaluations. However, the main difference would possibly reveal itself
in user compliance and endurance of the study. Therefore, further studies need to be undertaken to investigate
both user compliance and endurance in an ESM study, as well as side-by-side within-subjects comparison of the
app quality.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper discussed the application of smartphone-based mood measures in longitudinal studies and the
challenges that a researcher could face with the modification or usage of classic measures, such as PANAS.
We specifically focused on approaches to make a measure shorter and easier to administer using smartphones,
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and conducted several studies to explore our research questions. By providing a comprehensive evaluation of a
shorter version of PANAS, I-PANAS-SF, together with a two-item-based overall self-assessment of PA and NA,
we found that users are capable of providing a general assessment of their mood using the overall questions.
The resulting two-item-based measure, Q-2, is a valid and reliable measure for capturing mood fluctuation over
time. The resulting NA is associated with user stress levels in daily assessments. We found that researchers using
non-complex and self-explanatory measures should not concern themselves with learning effects in the repeated
use of a measure regarding response duration, delay, or the quality of the responses.

We designed an adaptive measure that, based on the mood fluctuation, asks only specific questions and reduces
the number of questions a user has to answer. While investigating this measure, we found that even the slightest
modifications can change a user’s experience of a measure. Therefore, researchers need to be cautious of the
slightest design variations or modifications of a measure in smartphones. We also found a baseline for more
advanced prediction models, as well as further usability improvement of the measures in the future. We found
that an adaptive reduction of the questions in a measure may not necessarily lead to higher compliance, better
response rate, or significantly better usability. Most of the dropouts occur within the first two days of a study. As
a result, users are likely to continue interacting with easy-to-use measures independent of the total number of
questions they have to answer in the end. Considering the results of this study, we would like to further focus on
the question of compliance and interaction design in the future by comparing various measures with different
designs. It would also be worthwhile to investigate the benefits of the measure’s length in a stable design (e.g.,
two-item-based, or complex short measures) compared to the Q-10 measure. By excluding the adaptiveness of a
measure and comparing two stable and consistent measures, we can explore other possible influences a measure’s
length has on user compliance and experience.
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